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Review

QPAC Unlocked: Viva Espaňa (Camerata)

QPAC’s Unlocked series amply delivers with a splendid Spanish-themed concert of home-grown talent

with a delightful twist.

by Suzannah Conway on September 19, 2020

The COVID-19 crisis closed the doors of the Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC)  in March,

cancelling many much-anticipated cultural events this year. Since then the smart folk who manage the

centre have come up with some innovative ways to entertain audiences, re-opening venues, albeit with

strict guidelines. Hence the QPAC Unlocked series of music theatre, cabaret, classical music and

comedy performances showcasing local talent in some unique spaces for intimate audiences. A simple

but highly effective idea.

The concert hall in reverse mode with distanced spectators placed on the stage, hosted world-class

flamenco guitarist, Andrew Veivers, accompanied by a string quintet from the multi-talented Camerata,

Queensland’s Chamber Orchestra, in a Spanish-inspired program. Based on the highly successful Veinte

Aňos, Veiver’s Flamenco Fire concert in 2019, this modest version was programmed by Veivers and

Camerata Artistic Director, Brendan Joyce, delivering a musical evening that shimmered with gorgeous

music, much fun and joyous panache.

Andrew Veivers. Photograph supplied

Veivers, acknowledged for his riveting and emotive sonority on the Spanish guitar, played his own

compositions alongside both traditional Sevillian and Andalusian music in new orchestrations, with some

being beautifully arranged by Michael Patterson, the concert’s violist.

Veivers commenced the evening with an improvisation of British composer Henry Purcell’s Chacony in G

Minor. The beauty of this highly-stylised Baroque music written for string quartet was camouflaged by

the sensuality of the flamenco-inspired interpretation, until the Camerata quintet took over and gave us

the original Purcell in all its stately sweetness. The juxtaposition of the two contrasting deliveries was

cleverly delivered and quite delightful.  Traditional songs with new arrangements included a Solea Por

Bulerias, where the flamenco beat and rhythms were omni-present, as Vievers encouraged the audience

to join in as best they could with foot-tapping and muted cries. One could almost hear the castanets, the

swish of skirts and toss of the hair, alongside the ubiquitous foot-stamping, so vivid and mesmerising

was his playing.

His own compositions based on traditional flamenco tunes and learned, so he said, from “the old guys

with whom he grew up in Brisbane”, included Maestro Patane Solea and Bain-Douches. The Solea was

technically first-rate, with his gentle massaging of the fingerboard contrasting skilfully with frenzied

playing on the body of the instrument to produce a powerful and frenetic finale. Bain-Douches was pure

flamenco with its tango rhythms, equally as dynamic and full of breathtaking energy and commitment,

that was technically superb. One could feel that Sevillian heat pulsating from the stage.

Camerata, Queensland’s Chamber Orchestra. Photograph supplied

The musicians supported him with passion and intensity, with excellent work from first violin, Jason Tong,

taking the lead on many of the musical themes. Camerata also played three sols pieces including two

non-flamenco pieces by Joaquín Rodrigo from the west of Spain. Canconeta, a gentle, almost rustic,

work was sensitively interpreted on violin by Tong and Anne Horton, with strong support from viola, cello

and Connor Bishop on double bass. The overriding sadness of Dos Miniaturas offered Shannon Tobin a

demonstrably heart-felt cello solo, while the lively second half allowed Michael Patterson to demonstrate

a quirky and jaunty rhythm on his viola. Additionally, the quintet played a fine work by Joachim Turina,

entitled L’oración del torero, (The Bullfighter’s Prayer), perhaps the only piece of sustained music in the

program offering a story with a beginning, middle and end. This was well-presented, the lone voice of

the bullfighter, ably played by Tong, while the darker strings represented the noisy bullfighting crowd,

the music shifting from reflective to feisty with arpeggios and pizzicato strings in abundance.

The tradition of a mystery guest at each Camerata concert was here maintained with the introduction of

vocal soloist, Kacey Patrick. She joined Veivers in the famous love song, Historia de un’amor, by

Panamanian composer, Carlos Almarán. A welcome addition, both her vocal quality, style and delivery,

with excellent Spanish, really helped to lift the music to a new level. She returned for the final song, La

Tarara by Garcia Lorca with its strong Andalusian themes. Entering fully into this song with some foot

stamping and swirling of skirts, she had a sob in her voice that suited the music well. In the encore of

Manolo Sanlucar’s Fue en Sevilla, the slower flamenco rhythms worked easily alongside the vocal line to

produce a more than satisfying ending to the evening.
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